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Emissions
Are Falling
at Dominion
Energy

Joint Effort
Brings Solar
By mid-2020, Dominion Energy
is expected to have brought
online nearly 600 megawatts of
solar capacity — the equivalent
of powering 150,000 homes
— to help support Facebook’s
operations with 100 percent
renewable energy.
Solar arrays have been
completed in Gloucester County,
Va., Westmoreland County, Va.,
and Northampton County, N.C.
Five other projects are under
development in two Virginia
counties (Mecklenburg and
Surry) and two counties in
North Carolina (Halifax and
Northampton).
“We are thrilled to be able to
partner with Dominion Energy
to support our operations with
new renewable energy resources
and bring additional investment
to the region,” said Bobby
Hollis, head of Global Energy
and Site Selection at Facebook.
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Your company is one of the
leading electric and gas
utility companies in
emissions reductions from
energy infrastructure.
Since 2005 — the base year in
the Paris Agreement — Dominion
Energy has reduced carbon
dioxide emissions from its power
stations by nearly 30 million metric tons, a 52 percent decline.
Since 2000, the company has also lowered emissions of
nitrogen oxides by 122,000 metric tons (a 92 percent decrease),
sulfur dioxide by 365,000 metric tons (98 percent), and mercury
by a metric ton (97 percent) from its generating fleet.
Dominion Energy plans to reduce carbon emissions
80 percent from 2005 to 2050, and has joined the CEO Climate
Dialogue to call on national leaders to enact economy-wide,
market-based climate policies.
On the gas side of the business, through voluntary
initiatives, Dominion Energy has prevented more than 180,000
metric tons of methane from entering the atmosphere since
2010. That’s equivalent to taking nearly 1 million cars off the
road for a year or planting 75 million trees.
Our target to reduce methane emissions 50 percent
between 2010 and 2030 would result in the prevention of more
than 600,000 metric tons of methane from entering the
atmosphere — equivalent to taking 3.3 million cars off the road
for a year or planting 250 million trees.
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Company Holds
2019 Annual Meeting
This year’s Annual Meeting of Shareholders was
held in Columbia, S.C., near the headquarters
of our gas and electric utility serving 1.1 million
customer accounts in the Palmetto State.
More than 150 shareholders and their
proxies attended the meeting. Shareholders
approved Dominion Energy’s slate of nominees
to the Board of Directors. They also agreed to
the company’s choice of an independent
auditor (Deloitte & Touche LLP), gave advisory
approval to its executive compensation
program, and amended the company’s Articles
of Incorporation to increase the number of
authorized shares of common stock to 1.75
billion shares. They declined a shareholder
proposal for an independent board chairman.
During his presentation, CEO Tom Farrell
said your company is a sustainable, innovative,
values-based organization with premium assets
in premium locations with a strong reputation
as a valued community partner.
When your 2020 Proxy Statement arrives
next spring, please remember that every vote
counts and is very important to us.
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Your Company Is Committed ...
To EnergyShare
Dominion Energy’s legacy customer assistance and weatherization program,
EnergyShare, began 37 years ago in Virginia as a partnership among
Dominion Energy, United Way of Greater Richmond and Petersburg and the
Salvation Army agencies in Hampton Roads. The program now includes
partnerships with more than 100 agencies and non-profits, and has helped
more than 840,000 families, low-income individuals, people living with
disabilities, the elderly and veterans.
With a $250,000 commitment from Dominion Energy, EnergyShare will
expand to South Carolina and replace and grow current assistance and
energy efficiency programs that have served
SCE&G customers for three decades.
This newsletter contains forwardEnergyShare will provide aid to South
looking statements that are subject
Carolina communities in the form of one-time
to various risks and uncertainties.
Discussion of factors that could cause
energy bill assistance and permanent energy
actual results to differ materially from
savings through weatherization.
management’s projections, forecasts

Philanthropy Update

To Project Plant It!

$4.4
MILLION

The amount of community contributions the
company expects to make in 2019 in the states where
SCANA operated — the Carolinas and Georgia.
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AT LEAST

The company is also expanding Project Plant
It!, a 12-year-old Dominion Energy program
that teaches students in 18 states about the
importance of trees in the ecosystem. This
year, new schools were added in parts of
the Carolinas previously served by SCANA.
More than 500,000 seedlings have been
distributed to students since 2007. According
to the Virginia Department of Forestry, these
seedlings, if planted and grown to maturity,
would yield about 1,425 acres of new forest.

and estimates are detailed in the
company’s most recent Securities
and Exchange Commission filings on
Forms 10-Q and 10-K.
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